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released. We then continued our journey in greater peace
and comfort, although a few shots were still audible in the
rear.
The country through which we were passing was a high
plateau cut deep by rivers and dry ravines. There was not
a tree in sight. On all sides we saw fields of barley still
green. In the distance there were flocks of the black sheep
which are the wealth of this country. A sheep here only
costs a few pence.
We had some respite from the aeroplanes. Sometimes
we heard the distant drone of their engines and immediately
hid. But as we never saw them near, we went on marching.
On Saturday we reached Dalanta and we came near to
Wagaltash, the centre of that region. The altitude here is
under eight thousand feet, and the country-side changed.
The valley grew broader and flatter, the vegetation was
greener and there were shallow rivers everywhere. In the
west was a place where the various chains of mountains
seemed to meet and further to the south was a bigger river,
above which hung another broad tableland with sheer
edges. These were the Gishene springs, and beyond them
was Dessye, our destination.
Everything this time was very different. The villagers
brought hardly anything and the Gibbi was half empty.
Not a soul came out to meet the Emperor.
In the Gibbi were two brass cannon taken from the
Egpytians by the Emperor John.
On Saturday at eleven o'clock several aeroplanes appeared
and flew round us. The Emperor and his suite left for a
cave in the hills, and we took shelter in a small house which
had once been occupied by the British. It was on this very
spot, at Wagaltash, that the Emperor Theodore learnt
for the first time of the arrival of Napier's expedition:
upon seeing their camp he asked, "To whom do those tents
belong?"
We had lunch in the cave and it was then that the
Emperor heard of his betrayal by the Wollo chiefs, Dedjaz-
match Abaukau and Dedjazmatch Balai Kabada. He was
much saddened at the news. At the same time, however,
we learned that the people of Waldia, on the Imperial Road,
had fled into the mountains when the Italians told them
to lay down their arms.

